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TABES: 
ITS EARLY RECOGNITION AND TREATMENT.
To the Editor of THE LANCET.
SIR,-Dr. E. F. Buzzard, in a valuable article with
this title, published in THE’ LANCET of Jan. 8th, states :-
" We are all asked How long must I go on with treatment
before I am cured ?’ For many years my answer has
invariably been, For the rest of your life.’ I am never
consulted about a primary chancre, but if I were my advice
would be the same." 
The statement is a pessimism not calculated to
encourage prompt diagnosis and zealous early treatment,
and should not pass unchallenged. On the contrary,
I venture the dogmatic assertion that if a patient first
comes under treatment while the blood is still negative
(it is here the Wassermann test is of prime value) and
receives the usual course of 2’6g. of " 606 " and 8 gr. of
mercury, the disease will be " knocked out." I shall be
contradicted, but if I am not telling the whole truth, it is
near enough for propaganda purposes. Personally I
know of no exception and in the army I discharged
such cases with much assurance. Unfortunately all
trace of these. men is lost, but surely by now there is
sufficient material available to settle this important
point and to define the rare exceptions which others
may have to relate, where a full course has been given
early and yet failed to eradicate the disease. The
pathology of both gonorrhcea and syphilis teaches us
that nothing can or ever will compensate for damning
delay in diagnosis, but with early diagnosis one may be
altogether optimistic concerning the ultimate result.
I am, Sir, yours faithfully,
JOHN DONALD.
ORAL SEPSIS, 
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO CHRONIC DENTAL
APICAL INFECTION.
To the Editor of THE LANCET. 
SIR,-I find myself in agreement with much that Dr.
Stanley Colyer says in his letter in your issue of
Jan. 8th. It was not my object, however, to give an
account of the history or literature dealing with oral
sepsis or dental radiography. Had this been so I should
have quoted the words of Rush, an American doctor, who,
in 1801, only a quarter of a century after the Declaration
of Independence, wrote : " I have been made happy by
discovering that I have only added to the observations of
other physicians in pointing out a connection between
the extraction of decayed and diseased teeth and the
cure of general diseases." Dr. Colyer will have noted
that in my paper I referred to Dr. William Hunter as
the pioneer in this field of research in England. Dr.
Colyer appears to miss the purpose for which the paper
was written, which was, as I stated, " to draw particular
attention to one special part of the problem, that of
chronic focal apical infection." For many years most of
us have been preaching " the gospel of the clean mouth,"
but what I wished to emphasise was that the diagnosis of
a clean mouth is impossible either by the doctor or the
dentist without the aid of the radiographer. I submit that
this fact is only beginning to be generally recognised in
this country, and that a dental radiographic investigation
does not form a part of the routine examination of the
patient here as it does now in America. Further, the
utilisation of radiography by the dentist for the many
purposes for which it is helpful is in England the
exception, in America the rule.
My experience is " small "-not with reference to
oral sepsis in general, but merely in those cases with
apparently clean and healthy mouths, revealing after
radiographic and bacteriological investigation active
foci of infection in the alveolus. Both doctors and
dentists have been slow in grasping the importance of
chronic dental apical infection and have not availed
themselves of this method of diagnosis to the extent
that they should. In my paper I asked the question,
’’ Is simple extraction adequate’?" I am sure your
readers, like myself, would welcome Dr. Colyer’s opinion
on this point.-I am, Sir, yours faithfully,
W. BERTRAM WATSON.
DILUTE SULPHURIC ACID IN
FURUNCULOSIS.
To the Editor of THE LANCET.
SIR,-I have read with much interest the " Disserta-
tion upon Carbuncles " by Dr. Sidney Phillips in your
issue of Jan. 8th, and agree with much that is contained
therein ; but when I read that among other internal
remedies for this complaint he has found " dilute
sulphuric acid " of no good to him I can only suppose
that either he has not given it a sufficient trial, or that
he has not used dil’ute sulphuric acid of the right
strength. The proper strength is 10 per cent. of the
strong acid, and the dose is 25 to 30 minims of this
mixed with 2 ounces of water every four hours. I
have now been in practice over 50 years, and have used
this remedy with 100 per cent. successes for the last
40 years. If Dr. Phillips cares to know what this
remedy can do I would refer him to a communication
to THE LANCET of March 15th, 1913, also to the British
Medical Journal of August 15th, 1908. Letters received
from all parts of this country, and also reports from
India, confirm my statements regarding this treatment.
Lastly, the ordinary B.P. acid sulph. dil. is too weak to
be of any use, unless given in 40 minim doses.
I am, Sir, vours faithfully, ’
J. REYNOLDS, M.D. Brux., &c.
THE CULTURAL DIAGNOSIS OF ENTERIC IN
INOCULATED INDIVIDUALS.
To the Editor of THE LANCET.
SIR,-Several recent numbers of THE LANCET have
contained references to my article of Oct. 30th, 1920,
on the Myth of " Atypical" Enteric Fever. It would be
impossible to deal adequately with all of these in the
form of a letter, and there is only one to which I wish
to reply now. Dr. J. C. G. Ledingham, in THE LANCET
of Jan. 8th, very justly questions my statement that
’’ the difficulty of recovering enteric bacilli from the
blood of inoculated soldiers is well known, even in
the early stages of illnesses which clinically resemble
enteric." This statement (especially having regard to
the context) conveys the impression that I believe that
in inoculated subjects enteric fever may exist without
bacillaemia, or with a bacill&aelig;mia reduced in degree or
duration or both, and Dr. Ledingham says that he is
not aware of any published data in support of this
view. Neither am I, and I thank Dr. Ledingham
for drawing attention to the point. It is another of the
myths arising out of a desire of some individuals to
prove that agglutination proyides the most reliable
means of diagnosing enteric amongst inoculated soldiers.
Dr. Ledingham’s figures go far to dispel it.
It is a matter of great satisfaction to me to find that
so distinguished an authority should be in sympathy
with the substance of my argument. The question is,
as Dr. Ledingham remarks, of high theoretical and
practical importance. If the myth of " atypical"
enteric fever prevails anti-enteric inoculation is not an
unmixed blessing. Only when the myth is finally
exploded and the dust has blown away can we get a
clear conception of what a wonderful scientific achieve-
ment was the protection of the British armies from
enteric I am Sir your faithfully
R. P. GARROW.
RELIEF ON INCOME-TAX IN RESPECT OF
SERVICE INCOMES.
To the Editor of THE LANCET.
SIR,-Towards the end of 1919 or early in 1920 the
Board of Inland Revenue issued a Memorandum to the
effect that civil practitioners doing work in military
hospitals should be granted the same relief on their
service incomes as army medical officers had received-
this concession to be retrospective as far as the year
1916-17. To those whom it concerned this appeared to
be a plain act of justice and it was welcomed accord-
ingly. The question then arose, How would the
